Egyptian Wood Head of Anubis
An ancient Egyptian wood jackal head representing the god Anubis. The canine is
depicted in an alert pose with erect ears and a long snout. The head is coated in
gesso and black paint, it was once part of a large complete recumbent figure.
Late Period, 26th - 31st Dynasty, ca. 664-332 BC. Height: 5 in. (12.7 cm).
The god Anubis was especially associated with embalming, mummification, and cemeteries. Anubis was
identified with the jackal from an early date. The distinctive black color of the god Anubis is evocative of
decaying flesh and the regenerative black soil of the Nile valley. The jackal is usually depicted in a pose of
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alert guardianship.
Formerly in the collection of Baron Edouard Louis Joseph Empain (1852-1929), Belgium.
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Roman Marble Aphrodite
Anadyomene

For more information
and to view hundreds of other
fine authentic antiquities
see our web site:

An ancient Roman marble statuette of
Aphrodite Anadyomene, the goddess of
love, rising from the sea and leaning her
head to wring out her hair. At her feet a
dolphin sits with its tail curling upward.
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Greek island marble.
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Ca. 1st century BC - 1st century AD.
Height: 12 5/8 in. (32.5 cm).
Very fine style.
Aphrodite was the Greek goddess of sexual love and
beauty. She was also known as Cypris and Cytherea

All pieces are guaranteed authentic and as
described and have been acquired and imported
in full accordance with all U.S. and foreign
regulations governing the antiquities trade.

after the two places, Cyprus and Cythera, where she was
said to have originated. Hephaestus was her husband, the
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child Eros her companion, and Ares one of her lovers.
The dove, the sparrow, and the swan were the animals
sacred to her. In Rome the goddess was known as
Venus.
The Aphrodite Anadyomene type statue depicted the
goddess nude, beside a dolphin, wringing out her hair
after rising from the sea.
Confer: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, inv.
no. 27.122.17; The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, inv.
no. 23.101.
Formerly in a German private collection, prior to 1970;
American private collection, 1990's.
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Egyptian Stone Vessels
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a) An ancient Egyptian basalt ovoid jar with a flat bottom and lug handles. Pre-Dynastic Period, ca. 3200-3000 BC. H: 3 in. (7.5 cm). Formerly in a European
private collection, 1960. b) An ancient Egyptian limestone ovoid jar with a flat bottom and lug handles. Pre-Dynastic Period, ca. 3200-3000 BC. H: 3 1/4 in.
(8.2 cm). Formerly in a European private collection, 1960. c) An ancient Egyptian alabaster vessel with vestigial handles. New Kingdom, ca. 1550-1069 BC. H:
5 1/4 in. (13.5 cm). Formerly in the collection of the English Pre-Raphaelite painter Henry Wallis (1830-1916). d) An ancient Egyptian alabaster kohl vessel
with a disc lid. New Kingdom, ca. 1550-1069 BC. H: 1 3/4 in. (4.4 cm). Formerly in the collection of the English Pre-Raphaelite painter Henry Wallis (18301916). e) An ancient Egyptian banded alabaster unguent jar. Old Kingdom, ca. 2686-2125 BC. H: 3 3/4 in. (9.5 cm). Formerly in the collection of H.
Lancaster, New York, acquired from R.H. Blanchard's Egyptian Museum, Cairo before 1936.
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Old Babylonian Plaque of
Ereshkigal
Attic Red-Figure Pelike

Attic Red-Figure Skyphos

An ancient Attic Greek red-figure pelike, the obverse with a nude youthful Eros,
flying toward a stele. On the reverse, a draped youth stands in profile to the left.

A large ancient Attic Greek red-figure skyphos, decorated on each side with a
figure of a male youth disrobed, preparing to exercise.

Athens, Attica. Ca. 450-440 BC. Height: 7 1/4 in. (18.4 cm).

Athens, Attica. Ca. 480-450 BC. Height: 5 3/8 in. (13.5 cm).

An ancient Old Babylonian large terracotta
high-relief plaque fragment depicting the
lower torso and upper legs of a nude female
deity, likely the underworld goddess,
Ereshkigal. The vestiges of her feathered
wings are evident at her hips.

Formerly in the collection of Dr. Heinz Wilms-Posen (professor and archaeologist), Bonn, Germany,

From a Manhattan estate, acquired in the 1960's.

Old Babylonian Period.

acquired between 1960 and 1970 from a German aristocratic collection.

Ca. 1850-1750 BC.
Height: 6 3/4 in. (17.2 cm).
This fragment is nearly identical to the complete 'Queen of
the Night Relief,' now in the British Museum. There the
winged female deity has clawed talon feet which rest upon
recumbent lions. She wears a crown and is flanked by two
large owls. The goddess has been variously identified as
Lilith, Ishtar, or Ereshkigal. Ereshkigal, the goddess of the
underworld, is the most likely attribution.
Confer: J. Aruz, ed., Beyond Babylon, (New York, 2009),
pp. 22-23, cat. no. 2, fig. 11, (British Museum, London,
inv. no. 2003-7-18,1).
Formerly in the A.L. collection, Munich, acquired in 1956.

Apulian Red-Figure
Kantharos

Canosan Kantharos

An ancient Apulian Greek red-figure
kantharos depicting on each side, a
female head in profile wearing a
kerkyphalos, earrings, and diadem.

An ancient Canosan Greek
kantharos, with high arching
handles and molded faces at
the rim.
Canosa, Apulia, Southern Italy.

Apulia, Southern Italy.

Ca. 315-300 BC.

Ca. 330-320 BC.

Height: 8 1/4 in. (21 cm).

Height: 8 1/2 in. (21.5 cm).

Formerly in a European private

Formerly in the C.A. collection, Geneva,

collection, acquired in the late 1950s.

Switzerland, acquired in 1983.

Boeotian Kantharos
An ancient Boeotian Greek black glazed kantharos with high attenuated handles.
The body is decorated with a laurel sprig pattern in added white.
Boeotia, Greece. Ca. 450-425 BC. Height: 6 3/4 in. (17.3 cm).
Deaccessioned from an Iowa museum collection.

